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Abstract. A simple modeLof a paging-system is investigated. The importance of the concept of 
pagination is stressed. The page-reference-strings under consideration stem from paginating 
simple loops, ix. periodic sequences of consecutively accessed addresses. These reference strings 
are called periodic arrangement s. The main objectives are: firstly, to prove a locality principle for 
this type of program structure: Given a pagination. generate as many references as possible to the 
same page in lnrder to minimize page-traffic! Secondlv. to show that this optimizing principle only 
holds for WI lain types of paging-algorithms, like Belady’s algorithm and FIFO. It does no longer 
hold for the widely used paging-algorithm LRL?, for instance. 
0. Introduaiou 
Paging-algorithms - i.e. algorithms which govern the exchange of code/data- 
blocks (pages) between main memory and auxiliary storage devices in multilevel 
computer systems - have been widely investigated in the past (cf. [ 1, 2, 3)). The 
main objective in the design of paging-algorithms is to minimize page-traffic, i.e. the 
relative frequency of swapping pages between main- and auxiliary memory. 
Suppose we have the following situation: 
g. 1, AM is some auxiliary memory device whose capacity (in number 
of pages) may be considered infinite. Initially AM contains the whole program and 
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its data, both written on pages whose number 
processor R of our model system however, has 
main-memory whose capacity is m pages. PA, 
exceeds a given m E N. The 
direct access to MM only, the 
the paging-algorithm, receives 
I 
information from R if R needs some page that is not yet in MM. PA then takes 
care that the missing page is brought from AM to MM. In general some other page 
has to be shifted from MM to AM in this case. These exchanges are time-consuming 
and hence cc~tiy. The less often these swappings occur, the better. 
Theoretical work on paging-algorithms usually cuts out the foilowing part of 
Fig. 1: 
cl 
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Fig. 2. 
Then R may be modeiied according to some probabilistic law, e.g. R produces 
page-reference-strings x1l l l x,, . . . , where the x~, t 2 1, are random variables (with 
values in the set of pages) forming a Markov-chain. The performance 0;‘ a given PA 
with respect o a given class of input processes can be analyzed. One may even find 
optimal aigilqrithms with respect o a class of input processes. An extensive account 
of this approach can be found in [3). 
The model of Fig. I and hence its restriction represented by Fig. 2 however, 
suRer from the following disadvantage: in reality R does not produce page- 
reference-strings in the first place, but rather address-references-strings. Hence, 
either by 
1. changing the way addresses are combined to form pages (i.e. by changing the 
pagination) or bv i 
2. changing thie sequencing of addresses as far as this is allowed (in array: 
operations for instance, cf. [S]), 
we will obtain entirely different page-reference-strings though the same computa- 
tions are performed. We shall therefore extend Fig. 1 as follows: 
CG5fS 
Fig. 3. 
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and cut out the part corresponding to Fig. 2: 
address-referenze-st rt 
Fig. 4. 
In this model R produces address-reference-strings which are translated to page- 
r+rence-strings by the pagination. For a given R (or a whole class 
rcJerence-generators) we mav now ask the more general question: 
Pa$ing-Yclginnrion-~~~bZern : Find a pair (Pagination, PA) such that 
of address- 
the costs of 
I recessing input strings generated by R are minimized. 
By holding one of the components of the pagination-PA-pairs fixed we obtain two 
subproblems: 
Analysis-Problem : Given R and a PA. Find a pagination sulzh that the cost5 are 
minimized. 
Synfhesis-Problem : Given R and a pagination. Find a PA such that the costs are 
minimized. 
Here, the pagination and the PA respectively, may be restricted to a given class. 
In [6] we have tried to outline a theory of the paging-pagination-problem that is ’ 
based on a de,erministic model of R. In the present paper we shall treat but one 
special case of R which may be termed “simple loop”, a situation though that occurs 
quite frequently in actual computations, in particular in connection with processing 
large arrays (for instance matrix multiplication, cf. [S]). In [7] another type of ref- 
erence-generators - termed “loop-chains” - has been investigated. Furthermore. 
we shall confine ourselves to the class of demand-paging-algorithms (cf. (31) i.e. 
pages are shifted from AM to MM on demand onlv. The cost ,of loading one page v 
into main memory will be 1; other actions, like removing pages from main-memory. 
do not contribute anv costs. 
In Section 1 we present some motivating examples and the basic definitions. In 
Section 2 the unrestricted (modulo the boundary-stones just set) paging-pagination- 
problem will be treated. We show that one obtains an optimal pair bv choosing as 
pagination the obvious simple-minded approach of writing adjacent ‘addresses on 
the same page if possible, and as paging-algorithm some algorithm that realizes 
Beladv’s optimal strategy (cf. [2]). We note t m hat this reslrlt may be looked upon as 
an exact formulation of a “locality principle” for si;nple loops. The proof employs 
an interesting l+wer bound argument. 
In Section 3 c.ome aspects of the synthesis problem are treated with respect to the 
special class of “rearrangement algorithms” which contains the well known FIFO 
and LRU algorithms. In Section 4 these latter algorithms will be analyzed according 
to the analysis-problem mentio t will be shown in particular. that the 
simple-minded pagination is no longer optimal for LRU-paging of simple loops, 
and hence that the “locality principle” does not apply in this case. 
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1. Examples and definitions 
Let A be a finite nonemp*y set of addresses (,I may also be interpreted as a set 
of relocatable sectors of some program) and let X be a finite nonempty set of pages 
of sufficiently large cardinahty. (More precisely, we should use the term “page- 
frames”; this distinction however, will not be substantial.) Paginations may be 
described as mappings from A to X such that the co-image of any x E X is of 
limited size: 
Definition 1.1. Let p f N. A (p-)pagination of A is a total map h : A + X such for 
all x EX: fh-‘(x)jsp. 
The natural extension of h to a mapping from A * --j X* (where A * and X* are 
the free monoids generated by A and X respectively) will also be denoted by h. 
Furthermore, we may always assume without loss of generality that h is onto, since 
otherwise we would replace X b! h(A ) C X. 
Let us now briefly sketch an example: Let A = (1,. . . , 10) and X = (a, b, c, d}. 
Let p = 3, i.e. each page may contain at most three addresses. Let the capacity of 
MM be m = 2 pages and let R generate the address-reference-string w = 
(12 3 4 5 67 8 9 10)‘. We consider the following two paginations h, and It?: 
h, a a a b b b c c c d 
h, a b b b Q c c c a cl 
h, and h, translate w into /r,(w)= (~‘b’c’d) and hz(w) = (~b’uc’ud)’ respec- 
tively. Suppose we employ the following paging-algorithm P, specified by its 
“replacement rule”: 
P’: if MkI is full and page x is referenced and not contained in MM 
then replace that y in MM by x which has been in MM for the longest time. 
Starting with an initially empty MM we will obtain the following sequences of 
MM-contents corresponding to the page-reference-strings h,(w) and h>(w): 
h,: 
Here we have indicated cat-h time the memorv-contents changes and costs arise by 
underlining the respective sets. The costs of processing h,(w) are K(h,(w)) = 8 
whereas K(h,( w)) = 9. ?WC that P is just the well-known FIFO-algorithm (i.e. first 
in first out). 
Let us now replace P 1,~ the paging-algorithm P’. defined as follows: 
P’: if MM IS full and Jage x is referenced and not contaiwd in MM 
then replace that in MM by x which has not been referenced for the 
longest time. 
at p’ is the LKU-algorithm (ix least recently used). For P’ we obtain the 
Ilowing sequences of MM-contents: 
il,: {a}. (a). (a). (a. b). {a. 6). (a b). (b.c). {b, cl, {b, CL 
q {d, a). {E). (d. a). {a. b). (a.6). {a. b), {b. 4. 
{=_ (h.cj. {c.d) - 
e- 
h2: {a). (a. b), (a. b), {a. b). {a. b). (11. cl, ia. cL ia. 4. 
;c)(a.d) . (a, d), (a. 6). (a. b)(u. b). (1~ bl, {a. c) 
{a. c). {s. 
Thtz costs of processing 
K’(h,( w)) = ‘1. . 
h,(w) hy 0’ are again K’(h,(w))= 8 whereas now 
The preceding v exrxnples show the influence of a particular pagination on the 
performance of some paging-algorithm (or else - what may easily be recognized as 
equivalent - the influenceGof a particular addressing-scheme). In Section 3 of this 
paper we shall pursue the discussion of the algorithm P’. It will be shown that the 
pagination Cr, i:; already optimal in this case. . 
in ord:br 10 ggf rigorous answers to the questions posed in the introduction it is 
clearly necessary to set up some suitable formalization of the model and to 
formulate the Aaid problems within the framlzwork of this formalism. 
For the addTess-reference-generator R we adopt the definition given in [7]: 
Definition 1.2. A reference-generator is a total recursive function R : N,,+ A *. 
R (N,,) is the set of address-reference-strings. 
Here N,,denotes the set of natural numbers augmented bv zero. Note that our w 
model of R is strictly deterministic: the recursive function R may be represented 
by some deteb-ministic string generating devise like for instance a computer- 
program together with a retursivelv enumerable collec!iou of data inputs. 
Demand-paging-algorithms will b; modelled as in [I], i.e. as sequential inachines 
whose output yields the costs of processing an input-string of page-references. 
resent states o” the machine as pairs of “memory state” and 
“control state“. It rather seems more convenient for our purposes to uniquely 
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associate with any state some memory-contents. Recall that by X we denote the set 
of pages. Let m F N be some r.z?::yal csmber. We shall always assume: 1 X 12 m, 
since otherwise the “‘paging-problem” would be void. 
Definition 1.3. An (m-)paging-automaton is a Stuple P = ( Qp, ijOp, X, Sp, rp) 
where: Qp is a finite or countably infinite set of states; qop E QIJ is a distinguished 
initial state; X serves as set of input symbols and Sp : Qp x X-, Qp and 
7p: Q,--+2” are total mappings such that for all 4 E Qp and ;rl! x E X: 
(i) ,y E 7p (Sp (q, x i;, 
(ii) 17p(q)1 5s m; there exists q E QP such that 1 7p(q)1 = m, 
(iii) Tp(Sp(q, x))C am U 14, 
(2x denotes the set of subsets of X) P will be called a finite (m-Ijpaging-automaton 
iff Qp is finite. 
Sorr.~, remarks are necessary in order to appreciate this definiltiorr: m E N is the 
main-memory capacity. rp {q) is the main-memory contents corresponding to state 
q. 6, is the next-state function. Postulate (i) then states that afrer input of page x 
(i.c. after a reference to x has been generated) that page should be in MM by the 
next step. (ii) says chat the capacity m is actually needed, and (iii) is the demand 
condition: together with <iI, (iii) assurt;s that some page x is added to the “present 
memory contents” Tp(q) if and only if x e 7,-(q) and x is the present input symbol. 
Usually Tp(qop) will be assumed empty, reflecting the fact that we start with an 
iritially empty MM. For technical reasons we sh ;1!! sometimes replace the input set 
X by a larger iTput set I’ z) X. 
P will be omitted as a subscript whenever no confusion can arise. 
Example 1.4. Using Definition I.3 the FIFO- and LRU-algorithms may be written 
quite elegantly: Let 6 g X be some extra symbol. We define a state-set Q C 
(X u {4Y (h ere, the superscript m denotes m -fold Cartesian product) as follows: 
(i) y,#e * y,#e for all j > i, 
(ii) y, =fl*y, =T P for all j < i, 
(iii9 y,, y, E X, i f j =3 y, # y,. 
The memory co tents r(y], _. . , y,, 9 = 7(q) of some state q will be the set of 
symbols in the fn-tuple that are different from (the “‘dummy page”) a. i.e. 
r(q) = L-J,,+, {JJ,}. The initiai state is qi) = (g, . . . , g) E (3. FJow FIFO is given by the 
next-state functk:n 
f y2.. 0 ., ymrx) if x E 7iq), 
q if x E 7(q), 
and LRU is given by the next-state function 
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S,.Iw((y,. * * l 9 ym ). x 1 = I (Y 
2, l l * 7 YmlX) ifxf2 7(q), 
(Y I,.... y, t. y,+t* * * l .qym9X) if x -y,. 
In Section 3 L class< of paging-automata wilil be defined that contains both FIFO and 
LRW. 
The output of a paging-automaton P will be defined directlv in terms of a cost . 
function kp : Q x X + No as follows: 
0bviouslv kp(q, x) E (0. 1) for any q E Q and x E X, and k,(q, x) = 1 if and only if 
x e rp(qj, i.e. 0~ costs 1 will be produced by the automaton P if and only if P has 
to transport an input x E X into main memory. 
The mappings S and k are inductively extended to mappings S * : Q x X* --, Q 
and K : id X*-N{,: s*(q,a)= q; q E Q (here q IE X* denotes the empty word 
in X*); 6*(q, wx) = S(S*(q, w),x); q E Q. x E X, w E X*; K(q,o)= 0; q E 0; 
K(q, wx) = K(cj, w)+ k(S*(q. w),x); q E Q, x E X, w E X’. 6* will be denoted bv 
6 again. K(q, vbj) is the cost of processing input string w E X* by P starting from 
q E Q. We put K(w):= K(qO, w). 
Let US nohv fix the set of words to be processed by the automata just defined. We 
shall employ the following notation: 
Notdon: For w E X* and x E X. N(x. w) denotes the number of occurrences of 
symbol x in w: L(,v) denotes the length of w. 
Definition I.5 Let A = {al,. . . , ah). The reference-generator R : No+ A * given 
by R(n) = (ai = l l a,,)“, n 2 0, is called the simple loop over A. 
LetwEX*andb.pfNhesuchthatL(w)=bandO<N(x,w)~ 
p for all x E .Y. The set per(w) = (We 1 n 3 0) is called a periodic (b, p)-arrangement 
of X; w itself is called a (b.p)-arrangemlent. 
Let ARR(&X) denote the set of all (tl,p)-arrangements of X. The connection 
between simple loops and periodic (b, p)-arrangements is quite obvious: 
.7. Let R be the simple !oop over A = (al.. . ., &) and let h : A -+ X be 
a p -paginalio- 2. Then {h(R(n))l n 2 0) is n periodic (b. p )-arra8zgement. 
Conversely we have: 
. e a periodic (b, p )-arrangmzent. en there exists a 
simple loop over A = {al,. . ., ab) and a p-pagination h : 4 -+ X such that per(w ) = 
(h(R(n))!n 20). 
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The proofs of both propositions are trivial. (Recall that h is always assumed to be 
onto!) 
Propositions 1.7 and 1.8 show th<-rt looking for optimal paginations of simple 
loops amounts to finding optimal (b, p)-arrangements. The latter will be made 
precise in the following definition: 
Definition 1.9. Let CY) be a class of p,iging-automata nd B C ARRthJX) a set of 
(b. p)-arrangements. A pair (w, P) E B x 9 is (B, 9).optimal iff for all (w’, P’) E 
B x g and fr3r all n 3 1: Kr(wn)* KP-(w”‘). 
If 9 = {P}, then w is (B, P)-optimal iff (w, P) is (B, (P})-optimal. If B = {w}, then 
P is (w, g)-optimal iff (w, P) is ({w}, g)-optimal. 
Clearly, these definitions correspond in proper order to the three problems posed 
in the introduction. Since the results in Section Z are not confined to (b,p)- 
arrarlgements only, we shall broaden Definition 1.9 a little: 
Definition 1.6’. w E X * is called an arrangement of X if N(x, w ) > 0 for all x E X. 
Periodic arrangements are defined analogously, and Definition 1.9 applies word 
by word to arrangements of X if we replace AR&,+)(X) by ARR(X), the set of 
arrangements of X, and hence admit B C ARR(X). 
The paging-complexity of periodic arrangements will now be defined in terms of 
the cost-function K as follows: Let p and B be as above; let w E B, P E 9. Then: 
Definition 1.10. Let P and B be as above. C#( B) = inf {Cp(w) 1 w E B, P E 9) is 
called the g-paging-complexity of B. 
Clearly, if (w, P)E B x 9 is (B,!?)-optimal then Cp(w)= C.+(B). 
We shall first characterize (ARR(X), $,,)-optimality, where g,,, is the class of all 
finite m-paging-automata. 
2. The ~~0pagiialg-complexity of periodic arrangements 
Let 1 X I= M ‘3 m be the cardinality of X. By fixing a particular indexing of X we 
may without re!9tricting enerality assume that X = { 1,. . . , M}. We shall specify a 
pair (~0. PO) E ARR(.Y) x %,, and show that it is (ARR(X), 3, )-optimal. 
if x E q, 
if xEq andIqj< 
(q-(y})U(x} ifxEqandiq/=m. 
where: 
y’E q, y’c x) otherwise. 
The result stated 
ward calculation: 
in the following proposit ion 1 .% 1 eadily obtained by a st raightfor- 
Proposition 2.2.a LIZ w,, = lpl l l - A@~. p, 1’ 0 for ah i = 1. . . . , A4 Then for all n B 1: 
&@I:) =’ M + (uM + t)(M - m )+ t - t' 
where u = (n - I-t)/(M-l)EN,, for suitable tEY,,, O~t~.M--1, and t’= 
min{t, m - l}. For n = 1 : KR,(wO) = Ad. 
Corollary 2.3. G,,( wo) = (M /( M - 1)) (n/f - m ). 
We now claim: (w,,. P,,) is (ARR(X), 9,,, )-optimal. To show this, some classical 
results on paging-algorithms are employt:d: Belady’s optimal strategy (cf. (2)) in the 
first place, and secondly the fact that this strategy constitutes a stack-paging- - 
algorithm (cf. I-11). We show: 
(i) P,, realizes tielady’s strategy for all reference-St rings of the form w,?, n 2 1. 
(The simple proof of this fact will be omitted.) 
(ii) Sets of the form per(w,,) are unicluely optimal periodic arrangements with 
respect to Belady’s strategy (module permutation of letters). 
l3ek.d~ ‘S ~@mal strategy : Let 
autoniaton BI,“‘( 1st) as follows: Q 
w = x1 c l l x1 tu) E X *. Define the m -paging- 
= Q’m’:= Q, x N,,; q,, = ((3.0); 7 : Qtm’--+ Zx is 
given by r(q. t) = q, t E N,,. The transition rule S = Pm’: Qfm’ x X - Qlrn) is: . 
(q.t+ 1) if x E q. 
6”” ‘c q, t, x ) = (q u(x). t + 1) tf xEq and /qI<m, 
((q-{~))U(x),t~l) ifxEqand;qI=m, 
w$ere y = max{y’! y’~ q”(t)} with 
q”(O:= 1.~ Ix E q. d(t.x. w)= max(d(t. v, w,/ v E 
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I min(l’ 1 t’ B t, xc* = x} - t if the minimum exists, d(l, .Y. w) = 
tti otherwise. 
Loosely speakirig, the strategy formalized by B:,““(w) is to banish - if necessary 
- that page from main-memory contents with the longest recurrence time 
d(t, x, W) (with a tie-breaking rule in case that page is not uniquely defined). 
For shortness we shall write in the sequel* 
K”“‘((q, t), w):= &((q, t) w), where P = &““(w), (4, t)E Qtrn), w E X*. 
A simple proof of the following theorem - based on the principle of optimality of 
dynamic programming - can be found in 131, 251-253): 
l“hewean 2.4. (Belady.) Let P E 9,,, and w E Xx. Then for all q E Qp: &(q; w) :z 
K’“)((7p(q).O). w). 
NOW let w. bc as in Proposition 2.2. One easily shows by induction: 
Proposition 2.5. For all n 3 1 : Kp,,( w Z) = K’“‘( w a). 
Proposition 2.5 settles proof-step (i) above. Inorder to prove (ii) (the harder part) 
we define: 
Defmlition 2.6. w E ARR(X) is an m-optimal arrangement of X iff for all wr E 
ARR(X) and ft\r all n > 1 : K(m)(w”)g Vm)(w’“). 
Note that in this definition we do not postulate the inequality for n = 1. The 
latter will turn out to be a consequence of the inequalities for n r 1. (Lemma 2.19 
below.) 
In the remaining part of this section m-optimal arrangements of X will be 
characterized: 
Theorem 2.7. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) w E ARR(X) is an ~2 -optimal arrangement of X, 
( ) ii w = ~r(l)~l 9 l l n(MjPM for st9me permutation n : X ---, X; p, > 0 for 
i=l . . . 44. ..l 
It follows in particular from Theorem 2.3 that wO E ARR(X) is nz -optimal, and 
together with Proposition 2.5 we get the (ARR(X), ,L@?,, )-optimality of (wtr, PO). The 
kev sti=p in the pr($of of Theorem 2.‘;’ is to establish a non-trivial lower bound on 
R(X), n 2 1. The crucial lemma (2.15) yields an estimate of the 
ing frcm BIT’ to BI,” +‘I, Le. by enlarging main-memory capacity 
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Lemma 2.8. Let w E ARR(X). Then K’“‘(w)d M, for all m, 1 6 m < M. 
The trivial proof, using the facet that for any paging-automaton P 
7(S(q,x, l l l X,I)CT(~JU ?3:+{x,) for al:: 4 E QP, is omitted. 
Lemma 2.9. Let w E ARR(X). Theo for all m, 1 s m < M, a& for all 
y E 0, : K’“‘((q,O), au) 2 M - m. 
roof. Since jq 16 m and 1 X I= M, there are at least IM - m elements in X not 
contained in 9. Each of these elements generates at least the costs 1. D 
Lemma 2.10. Let w E ARR(X) nnd 4 E Q,, 1 G m < M. Then 
max{n 1 K’“)((q,O),w”)= n(M - m)&n. 
Proof. If ‘K’“‘((q,O), w) > lb/l - m then - by Lemma 2.9 - there is nothing to 
show. He;;ce suppose K ‘“‘((q,(l), w) = M - m. Let w = xl l l l xLtW+ For y E= X we 
put: t,(y) = min {t 1 x, = y, 1 s t s L(w)}, i.e. tl(y) is the first instance of time y 
occurs in the string w. 
Let t’;, . . . , vzr be the indexing of X such that t,(u,) < t,(q) iff i < j, 1 s i, j s M. 
Now K’“‘((q, 0). w ) = M - m implies 1 q ) = m (otherwise an immediate con- 
tradiction would be obtained). Hence there are exactly M - m elements 
01,. . l l 9 Q,, m E X not contained in 4, - il < l l l < i,. m. Obviously i, s m + 1. Let 
u E 4 be the element removed from 4 by u,, (since f q ) = m such an element must 
exist). Then x, # u for all t > t,(v,,), since otherwise we get an immediate contradic- 
tion to K’“‘(Q, 0), H’ j = M - m. Moreover u = u, for some i < it and also 
0 E 7(8((q., 03, 
Now taking r(8((4,0), w)) instead of 4 and u = u, instead of ullr the same 
argument applies to the second run of w, etc. It follows that there are at most 
. rl - 1~ m subsequent runs of w with the minimum costs M - m (according to 
Lemma 2.9). as stated in the lemma. 0 
The indexing {u,, . . ., u.~} = X as defined in the preceding proof will be kept fixed 
in the sequel. The proof of Lemma 2.10 shows th t its statement can be sharpened 
as follows: 
1. Let w E ARR(X) ancl 4 E Q,, 1 G m < q be such 
q# (Ur, * l 0. u,, }. Then max {n 1 K’” ‘((q,(l), w ) = n (.+I - m )i s m - I. 
f. Observe that 4 # {u,, . . ., vm } implies i , s m (where i, = m if and only if 
i VI, - l 9, &I -1}cq)* cl 
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Before stating and proving tSsree ‘“comparison lemmas” (2.13-2.15) we note an 
immediate consequence of ET!fldy l s algorithm being a itzck-algorithm (cf. [3]): 
Lemma 2.12. Let w E ,Y* ad 9 E Q,, 9’ E Q,,, +, be wch that 9 C 9’. Then : 
K ‘m “‘((9’,0), w) S K’“‘((9, I)), H’). 
Intuitively, Lemma 2.12 says that increasing main-memory capacity by 1 certainly 
does not increase costs if the start-state of the larger machine contains the 
start-state of the smaller machine. The straightforward proof can also be found in 
PI a . 
Lemma 2.13. Let w E ARR(X) anId 9 E 9),, 9’ E CA,+,, 1 c m < M, be such that 
9 c 9’. Then: 
ICrn’((9, 0). w) - K’” “‘)((9’, liB), w ) 3 1. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.12 K (mili((9’,0), w)s K’“‘((q.O), w). By constructing an 
(m + I)-paging-automaton P that processes w cheaper than Bi;“‘by at least the cost 
1 and then applying Theorem 2.4 we show in fact that equality cannot hold: 
Let w = x1 . . . xf_++ w, = x1 . - l xc, 1 s t s L(rv): let {u} C 9’- 9 and let t,(u) be 
defined as in the proof of Lemma 2.10. P is given by: QP = Qtm+‘), 7 as in Bty) and 
I 
(d5(m)((9-{u},t),x)U(u},t4-1) if t<t!(u)and uE9, 
8P ((9, t )Y x ) = 
s (m+‘)((9, t)* x), ot’ilerwise. 
(Recall that Sfrn) is the transition function of Bt:“‘!) With 9 and 9’ as given in the 
assumptions of the lemma one immediately checks: 
1. &((9’,0), w,)= K’“‘((q.O), w,) for t = t&s)- 1, i.e. up to t,(u) P is just as 
expensive as SfBrn’. 
2. KP((9’, 0), rvI) -+ I = K’“‘((9, 0). w,) for r =I t,(u), i.e. at time-instant t,(u) P 
saves cost 1 since 14 is already contained in &&((9’, 0), w,). 
3. 78(m’((9,0), W,)C &4(9’,0), wI) for t = t,(u), and - by Lemma 2.12: 
4. &(&4(9’, wI:l,x,*, l * l x&= K’““‘(S&~‘.o), w,,). X,+1’ - l XI.(w)< 
K’m’(6am’((9, (I), w,), x,. 1 . - 9 xrcw,) for F = t,(u), (whence: 
5. 1 -I- Ktm“’ ((93, w)S I + KfJ((q’,O). wps Wrn)((q,O), w). q 
emma 2.64 Let w E ARR(X) and 9 bf Q,,,, I s m < M, be such that i 9 I = m and 
K’“‘((q,~)), W) > M - m. Then thew exds 9’ E Qm+, such that 9 CI 9’ and 
Kcmt((9, I)), w ) - Kcm*“((9’, 0) a 2. 
gain. we construct an (m + I,)-paging-automaton that processes w 
by at least the cost% 2. Le.1 w and wI be as in the prece 
l,et c” = {t’,,. . . , u,, ,) = X - 9, i, C l l l X iM “:. 
(Recall the remark following the proof of Lemma 2.10!) Then there exists a first 
(in the given indexing) u E U such that the element y E X removed bv u from 
rJY ‘((9, ()), W,l(U ) I ) recurs after t,(u). i.e. there exists I > f,(u) such that ;, = y. (If 
this were not the case an immediate contradiction to K’“‘((q,O), w) > ii/f - m would 
be obtained!). 
Hence u generates at least the costs 2: at r = t,(u) by itself and at t = 
&(y ):=min{ljt > f,(u),x, = y}by y. Now P will be defined such that up to ti(u) P 
works like Bf,“’ with ~4 added to the memory contents; from I,@ ) up to fz(y ) P will 
work lrkc ES,‘,“‘) with y added to the memory contents and after tz(y) P will work like 
B :,“““. We forego the formal dtfinition of P. With 9 as assumed in the lemma and 
9’ = 9 U(u). we get: KP((9’,0). w)S K’“‘((q,O), w)- 2. The claim now follows via 
Theorem 2.4. El 
Lemma 2.15. Let w E ARR(X) and 9 E Qmq 1 s m < h/l - 1, be such that 19 I= m. 
Then fhere exisfs 9’ E Qm L i such fhaf 9 6: 9’ and 
M + K’” ““(((I’, ()), w M ‘) G K’“‘((9, O), w 7 
Proof. By definition of Bi,“” we have for all n >O: 
n- I 
K’” ((9.Q w”) = Z] K’“‘(W )* a w )1 
where we put: 9(i):= 78’“)((9,0), w’), i ~0. Now let 9’6 C),,,+, be such that 9 C 9’. 
Let 9’(i) be analogously defined. Then 9(i) C 9’(i), i a 0, b\; the fact that Belady’s 
atgorithm is a >:tack-algorithm. Therefore, by Lemma 2.13, 1 + Ktm+‘)* 
(9’(i),O), w)~ K’“‘((q(i),Q w) fw all i ~0, and hence: M- 1 + Ktm+‘)* 
(9 IT O), w M-‘) s K’“‘((q,O), w M-‘). By Lemma 2.10 and since m < M - II there is at 
least one j < RJ - 1 such that K’“‘((q(j).O), w) > A4 - m. Now Lemma 2.14 guaran- 
tees the existence of 975 Qmcl with 9(i)C9’; and 2+ K’““‘(lq’:,O), w)” K(“‘* 
(9(j),()), w). Ale in the preceding proofs wc therefore have to construct an (m + 1). 
paging-automaton P whose state If E QP at the beginning of the j + 1 run of w 
satisfies rfJ(q) = 9’,’ and which saves enough costs up to that time. Again, the formal 
definition of P is straightforward and wiE1 be omitted. The lemma now follows via 
Theorem 2.4. 3 
Lemma 2.15 immediately yields the following coroll~r 
@orollary 2. I For w E ARR(X) and 9 E Q”,, 1 s m < M - 1: 
.rW i ~~~in(K’““‘((q’.O), M?~ -‘)I 9 C 9’, 9% um,r] 5 K’“‘((y,O), We-‘). 
er the sane ~rssumpfions : 
~'~')((q.()), wb+ ')a M(M - m - 1)-1- min{K’“~~“((q’,O), w”-‘)) 9 C 9’, 9’E QM-~). 
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The seconld one of these corollaries is obtained by repeated application ot the 
first one. Corollary 2.17 compares the costs of processing w”-’ by an optimal 
algorithm with main-memory capacity m to the costs of processing the same string 
by an optima! algorithm that has a main-memory with capacity A4 - 1 at hand: the 
sma!Ier machine is more expensive by at ‘roast the costs M(M - m - 1). Thus the 
search for a tower bound on K(“) is reduced to estimating K(“-‘), which is trivial: 
Lemma 2.18. FOP w E ARR(X) and y c Qm, 1 G m < M: 
3 M - 1 if VM P q. 
min { K!“-“((q’, 0), w M-‘) 1 q c qi, q1 E Q,-.,} 
2M if v~ E q, 
wkre vcr is the last element in the indexing of X as defined in the proof of Lemma 
2.10. 
Proof. Lemma 2.18 folJows from Lemma 2.10 in connection with Corollary 
2.11. q 
With q(l):= 7SLm)((0,0), w) we can write: 
.““‘(w”) = K’“‘((QI,O), w”) = K’“‘(w) + K’“‘((q(l),O), W-l), nd. 
The following lemma then in particular shows that vSu E q(1) must be the case if 
w is an m-optimal arrangement. (It also shows that K(“)(w) = M if w E ARR(X) is 
m-optimal!) This will be explicated in the subsequent proof of Theorem 2.7. 
Lemma 2.19. Let w E ARR(X) 
q E Q, : K’“‘((q, O), w ) > M - m. 
and 1 G m < M. If K’“‘(w) > M then for all 
Proof. The claim is trivial if I41 < m ; hence suppose that j4) = m. Let 
{ VI . . . . . v.+,} = X be the indexing defined via rl (the time of first occurrence, cf. 
proof of Lemma 2.10). Also recall that for w = x, l l 9 xLtw) we put W, = .6 l l - &, 
1 6 t 6 I.(w). Then &“)((0,0), w f,(Vmr) = {v,, . . . , V, } and K’“‘((0. O), w~(v,J = m. BY 
assumption we get: K”“‘~(({v~, . . . , v,,, i,o), x~,~~,+, n l l xrc,,) > M - m. The latter in- 
equality implies: 
There exists Q, i > m minimal with the following property: 
“Let t(i) := t&l,)- 1, q,c,,:= 75(m)((S?, 0), wr(J and {x} = q,(,) - qt(i,+l* There exists 
I’ > I,(Q) with x,* = x.” 
Thus V, is the first element (in the given indexini;; >tfter pll, which removes some x 
ry contents that recurs after t,( 0, > and i3roduces additional costs. For 
i = min {t’ 1 t’ > I,@,), x,, = x}, 
On the pclging -complexity of prrriodic arrangements IX5 
Now by definition of B&““, x is that element among the elements of 9,,l, which is 
at maximal distance from t,(u,); it follows that at least m - 1 elements y,, . . . , y,,, _, E 
X (different from x) occur between t,(s) and L Moreover t,(y)< f,(u,) must hold 
for al! ;y E {y,, . . . , ym ,}. (Hence w must be of the following form: 
w=~,‘*.x”’ l ** 0, . ..y.*** . ..y ,... . ..ym_ ,..* x . ..)* 
t 1 
I5 fl(C, 1 r=i 
or 9 E Q,, 19 1 = m, we now put 4:= &“)((9, O), w,(,)). 
iwr. Without loss of generality we may assume {y,, . . . , ym -,} C ij. 
Proof. Suppose this is not the case. Let y E {y,. . . . 9 ym-.I} and y E 4. Then there is 
an instant t, t < t(i), with 9r.1 - 91 = {y}. Th’ b IS am ment of y was accompanied by ‘sh 
cost 1. On the other hand, y recurs after ?,(u,) and hence generates cost 1 once 
more. Consequently K’“‘((q,O), w) * 1M - m + 1. 
Thus we only have to consider the cases x E 4 and x e q respectively. For x E q 
we get: g=(x+, . . , ym-l}, the old situation: &m)((O,O), w,(,,). But in the case 
x e (5 we may argue as in the proof of the claim above. This proves the lemma. q 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.7: 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. (i) + (ii): Let w E AT,R(X) be an m-optimal arrange- 
ment. Then K’“‘(w) = 121. If this were not the case then K(“)(w “), n > l+ would 
certainly surpass t\le upper bound stated in Proposition 2.2. This follows from 
Lemma 2.19. 
Now K@“‘(w) = IM implies u,,, E 9(l) = &m,((O,O), w). (Otherwise we would 
have K’“‘(w) 4 M.) 
Hence, by Corollary 2.17 and Lemma 2.18: K’“‘(w”)a M + M(M - m). This 
lower bound is achieved - according to Propositions 2.2 and 2.5 - by any 
ti E ARR(X) of the form @ = lpi l l . J~VY p, > 0, 1 s i s M. Moreover, it follows 
from Lemma 2.10 that 
~(m,~~~,:).i)~~(~)(~~+‘)= M-t- i(M--m)+i-min{i,m - l), 
for i = 0,. . . , M - 1. Since w is m -optimal equality must hold a,ld in particular: 
K’“‘(w”) = t (m - 1)(M - m). Using the arguments in the proof of Lemma 
2.10 it can be shown that: 
1. +s’“‘((0J), w) = {v,, . .. , Zb ,, v.,,) 
i. 7S”m)((0,0), W’)= {V,,. . ., Vm-8, U,M-,~,, . . .? U.M} for i < m. 
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Together with Kcm)(6cmt((& 0), w ‘), w) = M - m, i < m, we obtain from equations 
1.,2 .* . . . , m - 1.: “For all v,, v, E X, i < j : xr # v, for I > f,( v, )“. This ir equivalent 
to: “w is of the form w = vy’ l l l uty, p, > 0, 1 s i < n/r”. But thts is (ii). 
(ii) _ (i): Let n : X + X be a permutation and 6 = n( I)“1 * l l w(M)~M, p, > 0, 
1 G i s Ad. We have to show: for all w E ARR(X) and for all n > 1 : K’“l(w”) a 
K(“)(W). Suppose this is not true. Then there exists w E ARR(X) and some no > 1 
such that K(“‘( w ‘+l) < K(“)(ii)‘+l). By Lemma 2.19 and by the first part of this proof 
we have: 
1. K’“‘(w) = M; 2. rto > M; 3. KcmB(wm)> M + (m - l)(M - m). By assumption 
there exists at least one i > 1 such that for 9 = r81m’((0,0), w’+‘(“‘-‘I): 
K(“‘((q,O), W* ‘)= M(M - m - l)+ 6?‘-“((q’>O), w”-‘) = M(M - m)- 1 
: where 
Qcr e (I, 4’ = {VI, .. . , VW ,} and Kthf -‘)((9’, O), w M-l) = M - 1. 
As in the first part of this proof one now obtains: w is of the form w = G (G as 
above), contradicting 3. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.7. 0 
It follows in pzrticular from Theorem 2.7 that an arrangement w E ARR,h,,(X) 
is (AR&,JX), gm)-optimal if w = lp 8 l l (A4 - l)Wr, where 6 = (M - 1)p + S, 
MsSp. 
By Propositions 1.7 and 1.8 this proves the simple-minded pagination of simple 
loops optimal for anv algorithm which realizes Belady’s optimal algorithm. 
Theorem 2.7 may thus be regarded as an exact formulation of a principle of locality 
for simple loops: Among all paginations of a simple loop those and onlv those are 
optimal with respect to an optimal algorithm which write adjacent addresses (i.e. 
addresses that arc accessed consecutively) on the same page. if possible. Equiva- 
lently (as explicated in the introduction), this may be formulated as follows: Given a 
pagination of a simple loop and an optimal paging-algorithm. Then in order to 
obtain minimal page-traffic the addresses have to be accessed page by page. i.e. first 
generate as manv references as possible to the first page, then to the second page, * 
etc.! 
It should be noted that this result, though intuitively quite obvious (one might 
add: just as the optimality of the simple-minded approach to monotone matrix- 
multiplici?tion is intuitively obvious!), deserves and needs a proof if we want to 
appreciate the way by which the simple-minded pagination is non-optimal for 
non-optimal paging-algorithms. We defer further discussion of that matter to 
Section where some specific examples (namely1 FIFO and LRU) will be 
investigated. 
3. Optimal and nearly-optimal rearrangement-automata 
The costs produced bv the finite paging-automaton R, that has been defined ,n 
the previous section. are not invariant under p~rm22tati~ns of symbob af AT. (Or 
in tefms of pa e not ~n~af~ant with respect to 
pages.) It is tkefdofe af t to hsk for ctasses 0C finite 
~aging~aut~mata which do posses this iwa roper+ In this section we shaft 
ywcify such a class which contains both the autcr;nata FIFO and LRU. We ask 
whet her this class also contains an a~rtornat~x~ that realizes for 
fb. p)-arrangements. It turns out that i ncral this is not t 
dbt inction of “ncinrly-opt imal”’ mem 
LACf us put I,,1~:-‘(1.1..... 
Definition 3.1. An nwearrangemc’nt-automaton is a 5-tuple P = (0% q,, X, S-7) 
cre: Q. q,) and 7 are as defined in Example t .4 (wcr the input-set X) and: 
(, r a‘( (1 b l * - l . aB$f m ) v ) ifym-l= ,v for j E [ml and /t(q)! = I 
fi((Y b.*..yrn j.pm-d = 
\ P 
. 
4 
I (Y BA 1 b l l * ’ Ymm ) ) if ym a l f2 t(q) and [r(q)1 = I 
where 
0 i CY=(Y, : [ 192 ] + [ 02 ) is a permutation satisfying a(i) = i if y, = fl 
(ii) /I3 = pI : [m ] - [m + 11 is an injection satisfying m f I P(Im 11 and 
for I=(41 ,.... n2; j= I...., 02. 
ecked that an m-rearrangement-automaton is a finite rtt -paging- 
automaton wirh 7(ql,) = c1. We forego a format ~tatemcnt and proof of the 
invxiance property mentioned above which is satisfied by rearrangemcnt- 
automata, The term “rearrangement-automaton** has been chosen in order to 
indicate that any state-transition is accompanied by a rearrangement of the 
state-vector. 
Example 3.2. Continuing Example I.4 we write the auto ara FIFO and LRY as 
rearrangemwv-automata. All that remains to $e done is to specify the mappin 
and /3, :
1. FIFO(rra 9: In this case, TV II = id ( = identity) tar alI I a 
j=I,.. , rn ). For I = 0,. . . . m I :[n+-+[m + I] is given by 
dently, both CY and p = & = l - 0 pm satisfy conditions (i) and (ii 
2. LRU@I ): p = & = . - 0 = 
qr (i) = i for 1 < j ; qI (i ) = i + I for j s i < m ; qr (m ) = j. 
Again, it is easily checked that cy, = qr = . 0 l = cy,, satisfies condition (i) of 
Definition 3.1. 
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We may now ask whether there are rearrangement-automata that realize B,:“)for 
m -optimal (b, p j-arrangepeq cs, ; he preiiminarv answer is yes: 
hqmsition 3.3. Let w = ;\P* * l vL-.&E ARRlb,,,,(X) (where {v,, . . . , vM} = X, 
h=(M-l)p+s, l<s~p, ~32). Then for all maI tkere exists an m- 
reu~~an~el.ient-autc2maton P such that for all n 3 I : Kp (w “) = K’“‘(w “). 
Ptoef. Yhe claim is trivial for !Lf 6 m. Hence let A4 ‘B m. We define a suitable m - 
rearrangement-automaton by specifying the mappings q, & : 
1. ai =id for/-l ,..., m-l and i=m-l+l,..., m 
a am =id for i = l,...,m -1; 
j-l forj#l 
cy 
mm 0) 
l = I (cyclic shift) m for j = 1, 
2. &(j)=j+l for+0 ,..., m-2,m and j=L.,m; 
I i 
for j# 1, 
Pm-t(j) = 
m+l forj=l. 
It is easily verified that these mappings define a rearrangement-automaton that 
realizes (in the sense explicitly stated in the proposition) the optimal strategy 
Bhrn’ . a 
However, the automaton defined in the preceding proof no longer satisfies 
&(9, w “) = K”“)((T~ (9), 0), w “) for arbitrary 9 E QP. On the other hand the 
memory contents - represented by ‘~(9) - need not be empty when a program is 
entering one of its loops. In order to model this situation let X (i.e. the set of pages 
a simple loop is written on) be contained in some superset Y 3 X and consider the 
class of rearrangement-automata constructed over the input set Y instead of X. It 
will be shown that no such rearrangement-automaton can achieve the optimal costs 
on optimal (6, p)-arrangpnents if it starts in a state whose associated memory 
contents is contained in Y - X: 
Let X C Y, Y - X 1 2 2; let w E ARR,,,,(X) be CPS ir, Proposition 
3.3, and let P be some m -renrrangement-automaton with input set :y (i < m < M). 
Let 9 E QP be such that I?(q) I> 1 artA ~(9) n X = 0. Then for at least one 
n ~O:Kp(9,w”)>K(m’(wn). 
(m ‘(w ” ) for all n > 0. invariance property of 
raility assume w = lP l = 0 Q - l)lD ‘. Novv let q = 
Q I, l l 0, ym ) where for some I, 1 G I < m - I: yi - t for i < I and yt # ti for i 2 1. 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.10. we <et: ~6~(q_ w) = (1.. . . . m - I. 34). 
Hence 7sp(qJ l ~~122~)=(l.....n2}. Let &(q.l” l .~nz~)=(~;.....v:l~). Thtx we 
must have: y; = nr. where (j} = 1~2 ] - & ([ 122 j) 1s the index ijf that element in the 
state-vector (y 1. . . . . !A) which will be banned from main-memory by tht: next 
/I& -transition step. Rut since 1 r(q) > 1, this implies: in the state-vector 
&(q. LP . l . (m - 1)“) = (f,‘-. . e. y:) the ctcmcnt m - t rlwst hve kwen cm the fatal 
position j (i.e. y; = 122 - 1) already. which cant radkts I& (4. w ) = 
‘u . l . . m - I. Ad). 
Corollary 3.5. ndet t#te assumptions of Propssitisn 3.4: flw o& kust o,Bte 
n > 0 : K, (q. w m ) B K (7 ‘((rP(q ), 0). w n ), where the dgorithm B :,” ’ is ~e~~g~ ~vat the 
larger input -set Y. 
Prod Obviously, under the said assumptions: K Orn ‘(w q ) = K lrn ‘((lr. (4 ). 0). w ” ). 
It follows that for periodic (6. p)-arrangements. rearrang2mtlnt-automata are in 
general only sub-optimal. Howeller. it is possible to find rearrangement-automata 
that work nearly optimal on periodic (b.p)-arrangements for any start state 4 
with r(q) nci)t containing anv symbol of W. Observe that in the remainder of this e 
section. rearrangement-automata will he defined over the larger input-set I’. 
Definition 3.6. Let (w. P)E ARR,,.,,(X) x .X,&12 > 1) be not (w. 3?,, )-l>ptimal and 
let q E Q,. Then P is called w-nearly-optimal with respect to q iff for al1 n > 0: 
&(q, w’ ‘I)- &,(q. W”)s !bf - m + 1, 
where 161 = /p] ( = least integer greater than b/p). 
Example 3.7. Define the m-rearrangement-automaton P = NQ(m ), 02 > 1. b> 
specifying the cy ‘s and /3’s as follows: 
(i) a,,==id, forI=l,...,n~-1 and i=nt--/-4.....m; 
CY tm I=: id, for i = I,. . . ,02 - 1 
j-1 for;/1 
cy,,,,, Q i ) = (cyclic shift ) 
I;11 for j = 1 
(ii) pl(j 9 = j t- 1 for I = 0. . . . . 1~2 and i = 1% . . . . W. 
-et P = NQ(m ). nr ) P . Let 
ThenforaflqEQ~SUChthat7(q)nX=9)andforalln~0:K,(6~(q,w:),w,)= 
M-n; +l, i = 1,2. 
The proof of Lemma 3.8 follows from 3.7 in a straightforward mannrr. 
Proposition 3.9. Let P = P:‘O(nt),m >l. Thenforanypa2andb =(M- l)p+s, 
0 < s s p, there exists w E ARR (h,p,(X) such that P is w-neurly-optimal with respect 
to uny q E Qr, provided r(q) n X = 8. 
Proof. For p = 2 choose MJ = w:, else w = wI, with wI, wz as defined in Lemma 
3.8. El 
In terms of paginations of simple loops the letter result means that for any 
page-size p > 2 there exists a pagination and a suitable finite paging-automaton - 
that is invariant with respect to renaming the page5 - such that the simple loop is 
processed at nearly optimal costs. 
In the following section, the theorems on FIFO ztld LRL’ in partIc iru;tr show that 
in general for an arbitrary rearrangement-automaton P there is no (b,p)- 
arrangement w such that P is w-nearly-optimal. 
4. The FIFO- and LRU-compiexities of periodic arrangements 
We consider the analysis problem for the special rearrangement-automata 
FIFO(m ) and LRU(m )which have been described in Examples 1.3 and 3.2. We shall 
first prove a statement about the automaton FIFO(PF~ ) which shows that m-optimal 
arrangements are also optimal with respect to FIF:O(m ), and which also shows that 
FIFO(tn) is far from processing any periodic (6, p)-arrangement at nearly-optimal 
costs. 
Again, in this section the automata in question are assumed to work over some 
larger input-set Y > X={l,....M}. 
Theorem 4.1. Let P = FIFO(ln ). I c m < M, nnd fer w E ARR(X). Then for all 
q E QP with r(q) n X = (11: &(q w “) a n . M for all 91 > 0. 
Proof. We show that during eacll run of w each symbol x E X generates at least 
the cost 1. To this end we defisle the c;)sts Kp(X, q, w) some element x E X is 
responsible for while P processes w starting from state q E QP: 
Kp (X, 4. W) : = 1 {f 1 x, = x x fz 7q(t - 1). I s t s I h)}!. 
hiere. we put: w =x,.--x1,,,,, w, =x,--.Y, and q(f))-q. q(f)=6(q.w,) for 
1 d t s L(w). N’ith P and q as in the assumptions of the theorem we now claim: 
Since r(q) n X = 0. we trivially get K&X. 9. )t’) 3 I for ail s X. To pr~e cirtim (A) 
it remains to show: 
(B) If q E QIS is such that K&. y. w 13 1 for ail x . x then K&X, 6(q, w ). w ) 3 1 
for all x E X. 
Ciaim (A) then follows by induction. blow ;et urD(x,q, w ) 3 1 for aii x 
T(x):=max(t If S L(w). x, =x, xEq(t - 1)) (i.e. the ia time x generates costs 
while P processes w ). By assumptron T(x ) exists for ail x x. Let x ={y ,..... yh,) 
be the indexing such that TO,,)< T(y,)< l l l < T(yNf). We clr,im: 
(C) S(q.w)= (y5, wd*.-~*yM)* 
In order to prove claim (C) we look how the FIFO-rearrangement of state- 
vectors worhc: For y = (z Iq . . ., z, ) and x E T (q ) we define pas (x, q ). the “position 
of x in q “. (0 be 
For pas the foiiowiqg sr;Itements hold: 
(i) pos(x. S(q. v**,. I )) 5 pos(.~, S(9. w,)) for t = 0,. . . . L ( IV) -- 1 if pos(x. S(q. w! )) is 
defined and greater than 1. 
(ii) ,Y g T&I, w, . ,) if pos(x, S (9. w )) = 1 and x8. 1 E d(q. w 1. 
Claim (C) immediately follows t~.,ar, these obsertatians. (C) implies 
K,~(s. S(q, w). w)s 1 for ail .Y E {y,, . . . . yS1 m). Now let T’(K) = min (I ! x, = y,), 
i=i , . . . , n/i, be the first time y, occurs in W. By definition of T(x). we have: 
T’(y, : -1 T(y,t m-I)< *’ 9 < T(_v,~) for 311 i = I. . . . . .%I - m. 
wall that Ct_lH,(m ,(A {A’)) dencxes ahe FIFQ(,n )-complexity of periodic 
arrangements according to Definition 1. If). 
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The corollary follows from the fact that the lower bound in Theorem 9.1 is 
assumed by any w = up’ * l l vf$‘EI ARR(X). 
In order to analyse the automata LRU(nz), m 3 I, we shall first introduce a 
larger class of paging-automata :jhat contains LRU. This class is distinguished by 
the property: After each run of su,rne word w E X* main-memory contains exactly 
the same symbols (pages). Thus we reduce the analysis problem for LRU to 
estimating the number of pages tkiat reside in main-memolj during subsequent runs 
of the same string. 
In the sequel we shall denotis by S,(q,,, Y *) C Qp the set of states of some 
paging-automaton P with input-set Y that can be reached if P is started in qa. 
Definition 4.3. An m-paging-au’:omaton P is recurrent iff for all w E Y* and 
4 E SP (Jj,,*, Y *) : 7% (4, w ) = 6 ((1, w2). 
Thus a paging-automaton P is called recurrent if and only if the memory contents 
associated with states of P are the same after each run of w. Before noting thah 
LRU is recurrent we shall give a general estimate of the costs of processing 
periodic arrangements by recurrent automata: 
Lemma 4.4, Let P be a recurrrent m-paging-automaton. Then for all w E ARR(X) 
and for all q E tip (q(,, Y *): 
1 L(w) 
&(&(q. w), w)z .~ - I n &(q. Wtc’t) .t=l I 
where w = x1 l l l x~_~~~~, w, = X, l l 0 xt, 1 s t si L(W). 
Proof. Let K&, q, w) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let x E 
n :=!;I) &(q, ww,). Since P is recurrent x E r&(q, w) must hold and hence 
K~(x, &(q, w), IV) = 0. Let x fZ n:.Y dp(q, WW,). We claim: in this case, 
Kp (x, 6, (q, w ), w) 3 1. This is obviously so if x e T& (q, w”) since then also 
x cf 7& (q, w). Hence let x E 7& (q, w). Then there exists some t, 1 s t s L(w), 
touch that x sf &(q, ww,). On the other hand, by the recurrency of P : x E 
+sp (q, w2). Therefore there exists some t p) t C: t’ s L (w), such that xtv = x and 
x 6f T&(q, wwtC. ,) but x fi 7&(q, ww,.), i.e. Kp(x, &(q, w), w)a 1, whence the 
lemma. tl 
Corollary 4.5. With the assumptiorzs of Lemma 4.4 and a(q) n X = v): 
I 
I-(*) 
.(q,w”)an*M-(n-4) n &Jq,ww,) , forulln>O. 
I =- I 
or w ==xI..~xICH)E Y* we now define the mapping d, : !V - N U (x} as 
follows: 
t - may {t” 1 t’< t, x, = x}. if x, = _Y, for some t ’ < t 
d,(t) = 
x. otherwise. 
Hence. for x = x:. d,,(t) gives the bxkward distance to the preceding x in w. 
With these notations the next lemma -- whose straightforward proof wih be 
omitted - formalizes the fact that LR actual14 banishes -.- if necessary -_ the 
least recently used page from main-memory (cf. 13)): 
emYna 4.6. Ler P = LRU(r,z). rn 2 1. and w - xl l l l Q,., Y*. Then the follow- 
ing statements are cquicdent (I = 0, 1. . s g .6. (w ) - 1): 
. 
0 1, &+I e tsP (qor WI ). 
(ii) k,(&(q,,. w,). .Y,* I) = 1, 
(iii) Either d, (t + 1) = 3~ or [ U: _ r (x, ) ’ 3 IN. where t’ = t -+ 2 __ d, (I +- I ). 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.6 we ge:: 
Corollary 4.7. P = LRLJ(m ). m 2 1, is recurrent. 
Let us now consider (b. p)-arrangements again. The solution to the LRU-analysis 
. 
problem is .,ummarized in the following theorem: c 
Theorem 4.8. Let P = LRU(m ), 1 s m < M : let q E Sp(qo, Y *) and let 6, p E N, 
u E N,, be such that b = (M - I)p + s. 0 < s s b, and u < n;. Then the following 
statements are eyuvalent : 
(i) h S p’(m - u ) + up, 
(ii) There exists w E AN?,,,,(X) such Iha! ! nf. I T&Q, WW,)~ 2 u 
( w = x1 l l l XbI WI = XI * l l XI, 1 s t s b). 
Because of its length and technicalitv the proof of this theorem wit1 be given in an , 
appendix. 
We note several immediate consequences of Theorem 3.8: In the first place, 
straightforward computation yields: 
and this estimate is sharp. ( a 1 denotes the greatest integer sm than fhe rea 
number cl ). 
In connection with Corollaries 4.5 and 4.7, Corollary 4.9 implies: 
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Corollary 4.10. Under the assumptiorls of Theorem 4.8 cznd with T(q) n X - Q): 
for all w E ARR(,,.,,(X ) and ail n > 0. This estitnate is shltrp. 
Taking into account Definition l.lf? this yields: 
Corollary 4.11. [Jnder tboe assumptions of Theorem 4.8: 
c I.Rr:(nI,(ARR(b,~,(X)) = A4- max 
Comparing this result with Corollary 4.2 we obtain: 
Corollary 8.12. The following statements (zre equivalent: 
(0 c ,.,,!(.,,(ARR,,.,,(X)) < c’,,,,,,,,(AR~~,,,,(X)), 
(ii) b < p’(nt - 1) + p. 
Talk;ing again in terms of paginations of simple loops the last corollary may be 
put as follows: There r:xists a p-pagination of a simple loop of length b such that the 
resulting page-reference-string is processed cheaper by LRU(m) than any other 
string (resulting from some other pagination) is processed by FIFO(.mz), if and only 
if b < p’(m - l)+ p. 
On the other hand, it can be easilv seen that. given the simple-minded pagination 
(which is optimal for FIFO(m 1. according to Theorem 3. l), LRU(m ) is just as costly 
as FIFO(m), irrespective of the loop-length b. Hence, our so termed principle of 
locality which demands to write consecutively accessed addresses on the same page 
if possible and which yields optim:il page-reference-strings for optimal paging- 
automata as well as for FIFO, does no longer hold for LRU. 
The dependence of the costs of LRU-paging of simple loops on the loop-length b, 
on the page size p and on the main-memory capacity m. is explicitly given in 
Corollary 4.11. Note that M, the number of pages a loop actually needs, is given bv . 
M = [b/p]. 
Results of this type are certainly of interest to programmers of virtual-memory 
computers who want to efficientlv implement oper,ations involving for instance M 
large matrices: According to the remarks :G the end of Section 2, these results show 
how the way of sequencing address operations influences paging-performance, 
giwfl a particular pagination and a particular paging-algorithm like LRU or FIFO. a 
hd it should be noted that for instance LRU is a widely used paging-algorithm. 
In the proof of Theorem 4.8 a (b. y )-arrangement (and hence a p-pagination of a 
simple loop of length b) that is optimal for LRU(m ) will be explicitly constructed. 
Appendix 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. For the sake of brevity we introduce the following notations: 
Let ‘yv = xl . l l xI (,,). The subword x, l l l x, . 1 s t < t’ s L (w ). of w will be denoted 
bv wIeI, and it?r w,.,. we define S( w, (,) to be the set of symbols occurring in w, i.e. * , 
S(wt.,) = ;1 {XJ. 
(ii) -a (i): Let w E ARR,&X) be such that 1 ft., &(q, ww!)! 2 14. Then there 
exist at least u pairwise distinct elements _vl.. . . . yu that are contained in the 
intersection of the sets T&(+ ww,). 1 ES c -S h For j = 1,. . . , u let 1 G t’f < l . . < 
t?,‘s 6 be the instants t, 1 G t < b, when x, = y,. Since w is a (b&-arrangement, 
I s k, s p must hold for all j = 1. . . . , 14. 
For definiteness we now pick y1 and count the number of occurrences of some 
y,. j E (2,. . . . IS) between any two subsequen occurrences of yI, i.e. we put: 
for a! = I.. . . . k: - ! ar?d j = 2.. . . , II. We claim: 
Claim. Fort2 = I.....k,- 1: 
t 
(1) ,,+,-r::‘-(l+~&~)~p(m-~). 
2 
Note that the left hand side of this inequality is just the number of times a symbol 
different from !tI,. . ., yU occurs between two subsequent occurrences of yI. 
Proof. To prove this claim let us first consider the case where k 7 a 1 for all 
j = 2,. . ., u. Application of Lemma 3.6 then yields: 
By the special choice of y,. . . ., y, we get: iS(w,:,%~~,)- {y,, . . . , y,}! s m - CI for 
the number of different symbols other than y!,. . . . y, occuring between t!‘” asd 
t ‘,‘1,. On the other hand, since w’E ARR,,,,(X), we have for all x E X : :{I 1 tll’< 
d < t!!! ,, x, -= x ) 1 s p, hence at most p( rn -- 14 ) times a symbol differvnt frl)rn 
y I..... y,, occurs between t!,!’ and t!,‘!,. but this has been our claim. 
Now supple k ;’ = 0 for at, least one j E (1,. . . , 14). Assume: 
This assumption will lead us to a contradiction: r j E (2.. . . . 14) 
t $!,, be the I;rst time bef,)re rt ‘,” y, occ { t:;,LY j Bc f = (1). 
some i E{2... ..u)andp,l~p~k,.Sincek:‘=O,weha~er’;~,>f~!,.Let k;‘be 
defined as k; above, Gth 1 replaced bv i and cy bv p. Then, by definition of d - 
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s:ky+ 1 for all j# i, j E {I,. , . , rc}, hence: {y,. . . . , y,,} C S(w,;)+ I.~;:,). On the the 
other hand, our assuinption implies: 1 S(w,;;).,;,,) - {y,, . . . , y,) 1 > m - u. For the 
interv;J (tg’,. tg’. :) we therefore obtain: ’ f S( w,‘;b.,;:,)l 3 m, and hence: 
1 S(Wj(;’ :.:E’ ; i)/ 2 m. By Lemma -4.6. this contradicts the fact y, E nf3. i dp (4, ww,). 
In like manner one shows: 
t?+(b-G$--(l+z kf)Gp(m--u), where 
01’ EY,D< t s 6, XI = y,}l 
Summing up over cy, we get: 
kL,-1 k,-’ II 
CC t 
(1) 
a*l 
- t’,‘)- 
a=1 ( 
k,-l+C Xk: 
a;! I”2 ) 
i- ty + (6 - t\‘,‘) - k,p(m 
for j = 2,. . . , id. 
- id). 
Since X:1-,! k p = k,, this yields t) - C,U:, k, G k,p(m - u ). The inequality (i) of 
Theorem 3.8 now follows from the fact that kJ s p ,for j = 1, . . . , u. 
(i) * (ii): Let b s p’(m - 11) + up. An arrangement w E ARR,,,,(X) satisfying 
(ii) will be constructed: (i) implies: lp (m - u ) s rb - up s (%I + l)p( m - u ) for 
suitabic I, 1 s I < p. Let c = b - up - lp(m - u); then c (: p(m - u), hence c = 
u’p + r with suitable u’< m - u and 1) G r < p. Furthiermore, let p = e2 + f, e 3 1, 
0 5 f < 1. 
With I, ra ‘. e. f and r thus defined, w is given by: 
w = I’..... u’(u -+- f)p,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . mP 
I?.... u’(m -+ l)p.A . . . . . . , . . . . .(%a - u)~ 
. . . . . . . . . . ..*.................. 
l’...... u’((l-- 1)m - u + l)p . . . . . . . . . (lm - ujp 
lf.. . . . . uf(h - u + ‘,)p.. . . . . . . .(lm - M + u’)‘(lm - u + u’+ 1)‘. 
Evidently, HI EE ARRtb.,,(;X) and between any two subsequent y E { 1,. . . . U} there 
occur at most m -- 1 symbols different from y. The claim follows again via Lemma 
4.6. 9 
emark. The observation e!;sential for the proof of Theorem 4.8 is contained in 
Lemma 3.6 (iii). e shall conclude by giving an alternative formulation of this 
hf;~ r&ting the analysis problem for pagiilg-automata to the analysis 
itc accc~3;ors (cf. 13 
To this effect let P = (0. +. X, 6, T) be some paging-automaton. For any x E X 
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we associate the acceptor PC’) = (Q. 9+ X, 6, PJ with Q, 9(), X, S as in P and 
E = (9 19 E S(90, X*), x E r(9)) as set of final states. Let L(x) = (w 1 w E X*, 
5(9(,. w)E F,} be the set of words accepted by PC’). Then Lemma 4.6 can be 
rewritten as follows: 
Lemma. f.er P = LRU(m ), p11 2 1. ‘Then for all x E X: 
L(x)=(X--{x))*ux**(x)*J(x), 
where J(x)={w Iw E(X-{x})*, /S(w)Ian}. 
The following problem arises: Find a procedure that for any paging-automaton P 
(of a given class) yields an optimal (b.p)-arrangement w, given the family of sets 
(L(x)] x E X}! 
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